


Teach

Today, we are learning to write words that contain 
e_e saying /ee/.



Let’s practise reading some of this week’s focus words that 
contain the e_e sound

Teach



Teach

Kit and Sam had decided to complete a science project called ‘Time 
Travel’. They were so excited because they asked Albert Einstein to 
help them and he said he would be happy to help!



Teach

Albert was excited when they told him of their plan. “Oh, that’s 
perfect!” said Albert happily. “Well, let’s start with my Theory of 
Relativity.”
“What is that?” whispered Sam to Kit.



Teach

“Erm,” said Kit, looking confused.
“Right…” said Albert. “So you are completely new to this topic! 
Maybe time travel is a little complicated for you then. Anyway, no 
one has ever time-travelled!” Kit and Sam grinned at each other. 
“Let’s see what we can find for you,” said Albert. 



Kit, Sam and Albert are searching through his messy room for his 
experiment notes. 

Can you help tidy up by putting things that have real words on the shelf 
and things with ‘rubbish’ words in the bin? 

Teach

Click me for Kit’s teaching tips!

It might help to tell the children 
that ‘rubbish’ words are the same 

as alien words! 

X



Check
binshelf



“This is perfect!” said Albert. “You can see how long it takes the 
first time and try again and again and again! I did some of my 
experiments a hundred times before I completed them!”
“Wow!” said Kit and Sam excitedly.

Apply



Sentence Time
What do Kit and Sam ask Albert? 

Look at the picture and write a sentence that matches.

Apply

Click me for Kit’s teaching tips!

Click ‘Show’ to see a suggested 
sentence for the picture.

X



Apply

Show

What equipment should we use

to complete the experiment?

Sound Buttons On/Off



Apply

“These are the instructions,” said Albert, handing over a piece of 
crumpled paper. “Now, if you could excuse me, I must go and meet 
my friend Pete and give him the results of my experiment. How
will you get home?” 



Apply

“Thank you, Albert!” said Sam. “We will be fine getting home. 
Maybe one day you will even find out how to time travel!” said 
Kit, tapping the side of his nose. The room began to fade and Kit 
and Sam found themselves back in Kit’s bedroom.


